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15:30 Problem solving through rafts and hallengesStephanie Cabral, University of Azores16:00 Co�ee-Break16:30 Treason strategiesJoão Cabral, University of Azores17:00 Jogo do paraleloRaquel Faria, University of Azores17:30 Can mathematial exhibitions be rereational?José Franiso Rodrigues, University of Lisbon18:00 Contest �Um onto que ontas�Helena Melo, University of Azores & CMATI18:30 Interesting Announements (RM+BGS)Jorge Nuno Silva, Carlos Santos, Ludus Assoiation19:30 Conferene DinnerSaturday, 6th April, amphitheatre C9:30 Game pro�ling (RM+BGS)Rihard Nowakowski, Dalhaousie University10:30 Why �Zermelo's Theorem� is alled �Zermelo's Theorem� ? (RM+BGS)Lisa Rougetet, University of Siene and Tehnology of Lille11:00 Co�ee-Break11:30 Vanishing area puzzles (RM+BGS)David Singmaster, Retired professor of London South Bank University12:30 Lasker and mathematis (RM+BGS)Jurgen Stigter, TWA13:00 Break for lunh14:30 Turning the lights out on graphsAntónio Mahiavelo, University of Oporto15:30 Combinatorial games and omputabilityUrban Larsson, Chalmers, University of Gothenburg
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blue. In eah move a player plaes a ube on the board, in ontat with theexisting ubes on the board, with at least two of its faes in orrespondene(exept the �rst move), and a maximum of �ve faes in ontat. The gameends when one of the players an not plae a ube on the board, the winnerbeing the last player to play. Sine it is a game in three dimensions, it admitsseveral levels, but in this �rst version the ubes are all plaed over the board.Some winning strategies will be explored.Contest �Um onto que ontas� (RM)Helena Melo, University of Azores & CMATISandra Vinagre, University of Evora & CIMA/UEThe ontest �Um onto que ontas� (�A tale that aounts�) is open to allstudents of publi and private shools of all ountry, from the �rst level of�rst ile to the last level of seondary. The ompetition onsists of writingand illustrating a tale involving mathematial ontents. One of the goals isto promote habits of reading and writing in students and to promote oordi-nation between various disiplines, stimulating the imagination. Partiipantsan ompete in one of eight ategories, aording to their level of eduation,in individual modality or in team, with a maximum of four elements. In theevaluation of tales, mathematial ontents, the domain of language, original-ity, reativity, logial narrative, among others, will be valued.Treason Game Strategies (RM)João Cabral, University of AzoresThe Treason Game had its debut in the Rereational Mathematis Collo-quium II, and now it is played in High Shools by students. But it is alwaysa game in ontinuous evolution due to its rihness in strategies and diretappliation to the teahing of isometries in Shools. We present the study,exploration and disussion of some of the strategies used by players of thisgame as well their onnetion with isometries.Anient Egyptian board games: an historial aount (RM+BGS)Joaquim Eurio Nogueira, CELC & FCT-UNLIn this talk I will examine in detail some historial and religious aspets ofthe most important games (Senet, Mehen, 58 holes, Tjau and Seega) thatwere in vogue in the kingdom of pyramids in the millennia before Christ. The�rst four (Senet, Mehen, 58 holes, Tjau) were raing games, with the hanefator in�uening the movement of the piees and where several squares ofthe boardgame are trapped; the last one (Seega) is a strategy game, possiblyan anestor of Petteia and Latrunuli.26
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